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Business Cards come in a wide 

range of finishes – Page 4

Brochures are perfect for describing 

your products or services – Page 20

Peruse our Postcards which are perfect  

to mail or to hand out – Page 7

Folders are like power dressing your 

documents – Page 24

Your Stationery IS your image 

check it out – Page 6
Choose from our Flyers in a variety of 

weights and finishes - Page 15

1The small print: We don’t build every option into our prices – we think it’s best you choose what you need – so we haven’t included file-checking, artwork (which we’d love to do for you), shipping or tax. Price point may not represent products in photos.



SAVE
UP TO

40%
Order 5 or more sets of  
Business Cards at the same 
time, and we’ll knock up to 
40% off the total print price.

HOW IT WORKS

Order 5 or more sets of any size, style 
or quantity of Business Cards from 
page 4 and deduct the appropriate 
amount in the table above from the 
total print price. All items must be 
ordered together and have artwork 
approved at the same time. 

ORDER DISCOUNT 

5-10 sets PACKAGE: B510G 10% off

11-20 sets PACKAGE: B1120G 20% off

21-30 sets PACKAGE: B2130G 30% off

31+ sets PACKAGE: B3140G 40% off

with our 
Bulk Buy Business Card Packages

BUSINESS CARDS

2 The small print: We don’t build every option into our prices – we think it’s best you choose what you need – so we haven’t included file-checking, artwork (which we’d love to do for you), shipping or tax. Price point may not represent products in photos.



Style                                                    FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover
(3.5 x 2in)

BCRRG01? $44 $49 $59 $99 $120
2

BCRRG02? $54 $59 $69 $114 $140

Style                                                    FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover + gloss finish
UV finish front, soft-touch finish back or UV finish both sides
(3.5 x 2in)

BCFRG01? $54 $59 $69 $114 $169
4

BCFRG02? $64 $69 $79 $129 $199

Style                                                    FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

111# opaque cover
(3.5 x 2in)

BCWRG01? $54 $59 $69 $109 $167
4

BCWRG02? $64 $69 $79 $124 $177

Style                                                    FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover + soft-touch
Soft-touch finish both sides
(3.5 x 2in)

BCLRG01? $74 $79 $89 $139 $209
4

BCLRG02? $84 $89 $99 $154 $239

Style                                                    FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover + soft-touch + spot-uv 
Soft-touch finish both sides with spot-uv highlights one or both sides
(3.5 x 2in)

BCQRG01? $84 $89 $99 $149 $229
4

BCQRG02? $94 $99 $109 $184 $259

HEAVY SILK BUSINESS CARDS impressively thick and smooth

UV BUSINESS CARDS stand out with a high-gloss finish

UNCOATED BUSINESS CARDS uncoated and stylish

SOFT-TOUCH BUSINESS CARDS irresistable to the touch

SPOT-UV BUSINESS CARDS with spot-gloss highlights

BUSINESS 
CARDS
for everyone
People judge you. Their instinct takes over. 

You give clues with your appearance, your body language  

and your presentation. Don’t let yourself down with  

shoddy business cards.

Printing and Finishing

  
Full color printing this side.

  
No printing on reverse.

  
UV finish this side.

  
Soft-touch coating this side.

  
Spot UV & soft-touch finish this side.

   Turnaround

Approve your artwork by 3pm and pick up or 

we’ll ship it this number of working days later.

KEY

3The small print: We don’t build every option into our prices – we think it’s best you choose what you need – so we haven’t included file-checking, artwork (which we’d love to do for you), shipping or tax. Price point may not represent products in photos.



Style                                                    FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover + gloss finish front
UV coating on front and soft-touch on the back
(3.5 x 2in)   

BCFRG02? $64 $69 $79 $129 $199 4

UV CARDS

KEY

APPOINTMENT
CARDS a super glossy front 
and easy-to-write-on back

NOTEPADS make useful and  
low-cost gifts for the desk
Notepads are like marketing ninjas. Give them as gifts to your top customers. While they’re 

on the phone and innocently doodling, your details will be in their face the whole time. Use 

them at events and meetings for attendees to make their notes.

Style                                                    Size FRONT   REVERSE

   500
    sheets

1000
sheets

1500
sheets

2,000
sheets

Notepads
70# opaque text,
full color one side,

Choose from  
10, 25, 50, or 100  
pages per pad,  
board backing,
glued along  
specified edge.

Mini
(4.25 x 5.5in)

NPUMIG1? $90 $98 $128 $136 4

Slim
(8.5 x 3.67in)

NPUSLG1? $110 $122 $147 $160

Half
(5.5 x 8.5in)

NPUHAG1? $132 $146 $186 $196

Letter
( 8.5 x 11in)

NPULHG1? $174 $196 $262 $284

Tabloid
(11 x 17in)

NPUTBG1? $444 $498 $662 $712

Desk Pad
(17 x 22in)

NPUDPG1? $878 $978 $1298 $1398

  Give them out at 

conferences or meetings.  Use as calendars or planner pads.
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Size                                                    FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000 10,000

Half 
(8.5 x 5.5in)

STCHA01? $106 $120 $172 $250 $433
2

STCHA02? $133 $144 $196 $276 $469

Letter
(8.5 x 11in)

STCLH01? $174 $196 $284      $416 $492
2

STCLH02? $196 $218 $328 $537 $794

Blank second sheets
8.5 x 11in

STCSSOB? $30 $40 $75 $175 $330 2

LETTERHEADS extra white and extra smooth

Printing and Finishing

  
Full color printing this side.

  
No printing on reverse.

 

   Turnaround

Approve your artwork by 3pm and pick 

up or we’ll ship it this number of working 

days later.

KEY

Our stationery is 

laser and inkjet 

guaranteed, 

although we recommend 

you try a few samples on 

your own printer before 

you order – just in case 

it’s a fussy feeder or a 

picky printer.

STATIONERY
to match your image
If your letters look sloppy, people will assume your work is 

too. If your logo looks dated, they’ll assume your business is 

out of touch. Badly designed stationery may cost you more 

than well-designed stuff.

5The small print: We don’t build every option into our prices – we think it’s best you choose what you need – so we haven’t included file-checking, artwork (which we’d love to do for you), shipping or tax. Price point may not represent products in photos.



POSTCARDS
to mail or to hand out
The beautiful thing about postcards is that the 

recipient can’t avoid reading your message. Whether 

you’re mailing them, handing them out or even 

selling them, there’s nothing quite like getting a  

nice postcard.

UNCOATED these uncoated beauties are smooth

GLOSS when you want to look good on a budget
Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 1,000 2,000 5,000 10,000 15,000

120# gloss cover Small 
(4.25 x 6in)

SCBSM01? $110 $144 $248 $396 $526
4

SCBSM02? $135 $198 $275 $400 $527

Large 
(6 x 9in)

SCBLG01? $176 $253 $355      $617 $838 4
SCBLG02? $198 $278 $438 $744 $998

Jumbo 
(11 x 6in)

SCBJB01? $220 $318 $491 $833 $1123
4

SCBJB02? $278 $390 $527 $900 $1215

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

111# opaque cover Small 
(4.25 x 6in)

SCWSM01? $102 $110 $135 $211 $342
4

SCWSM02? $132 $150 $165 $262 $391

Large 
(6 x 9in)

SCWLG01? $164 $176 $216      $342 $491 4
SCWLG02? $211 $227 $264 $428 $587

Jumbo 
(11 x 6in)

SCWJB01? $227 $236 $291 $460 $717
4

SCWJB02? $256 $278 $328 $531 $768

Choose from subtle 
uncoated or silk.

STANDARD SILK silky, professional and affordable
Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 1,000 2,000

100# silk cover Small 
(4.25 x 6in)

SCNSM01? $110 $144
4

SCNSM02? $135 $198

Large 
(6 x 9in)

SCNLG01? $176      $253 4
SCNLG02? $198 $278

Jumbo 
(11 x 6in)

SCNJB01? $220 $318
4

SCNJB02? $300 $390

  If you’re mailing postcards, 

go for a stiffer card like our 140# 

Silk cards – they’re great.  
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POSTCARDS (continued)
to mail or to hand out

UV so fabulous and glossy - the diva of postcards

SPOT-UV add beautiful spot gloss highlights

SOFT-TOUCH irresistable to the touch

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover  
+ UV gloss
UV finish front, soft-touch finish back  
or UV finish both sides

Small 
(4.25 x 6in)

SCFSM01? $114 $136 $182 $302 $482
4

SCFSM02? $174 $208 $260 $379 $535

Large 
(6 x 9in)

SCFLG01? $163 $195 $259      $407 $630 4
SCFLG02? $235 $281 $353 $534 $726

Jumbo 
(11 x 6in)

SCFJB01? $213 $255 $339 $535 $825
4

SCFJB02? $307 $368 $462 $699 $950

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover  
+ soft-touch  
+ spot gloss
Soft-touch finish both sides with spot-uv 
highlights one or both sides

Small 
(4.25 x 6in)

SCQSM01? $130 $156 $210 $348 $556
4

SCQSM02? $201 $239 $299 $436 $617

Large 
(6 x 9in)

SCQLG01? $188 $224 $298      $469 $727 4
SCQLG02? $270 $324 $408 $616 $839

Jumbo 
(11 x 6in)

SCQJB01? $245 $293 $390 $614 $952
4

SCQJB02? $354 $405 $533 $806 $1096

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover  
+ soft-touch 
Soft-touch finish both sides

Small 
(4.25 x 6in)

SCLSM01? $119 $142 $191 $317 $506
4

SCLSM02? $183 $218 $273 $397 $561

Large 
(6 x 9in)

SCLLG01? $171 $204 $271      $427 $661 4
SCLLG02? $246 $295 $371 $560 $763

Jumbo 
(11 x 6)

SCLJB01? $223 $267 $355 $559 $866
4

SCLJB02? $322 $368 $485 $733 $997

HEAVY SILK elegant thick cards
Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover Small 
(4.25 x 6in)

SCSSM01? $92 $100 $122 $191 $311
2

SCSSM02? $120 $135 $150 $238 $356

Large 
(6 x 9in)

SCSLG01? $149 $160 $196      $310 $447 2
SCSLG02? $191 $204 $240 $388 $533

Jumbo 
(11 x 6in)

SCSJB01? $204 $213 $264 $418 $651
2

SCSJB02? $242 $262 $298 $530 $696

Printing and Finishing

  
Full color printing this side.

  
No printing on reverse.

  
UV finish this side.

  
Soft-touch coating this side.

  
Spot UV & soft-touch finish this side.

   Turnaround

Approve your artwork by 3pm and pick up or 

we’ll ship it this number of working days later.

KEY
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RACK CARDS
kick your business into high gear
Rack cards can go places their shorter, stubbier postcard cousins can’t.   

Use them to advertise tourist attractions or as menus or handouts.

UNCOATED these uncoated beauties are smooth

GLOSS when you want to look good on a budget
Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 1,000 2,000 5,000 10,000 15,000

120# gloss cover Rack Card 
(9 x 4in)

SCBRC01? $122 $181 $278 $432 $632
4

SCBRC02? $138 $198 $310 $527 $708

Promo 
(11 x 4.25in)

SCBPR01? $153 $232 $370      $575 $777 4
SCBPR02? $198 $274 $398 $689 $932

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

111# opaque cover Rack Card 
(9 x 4in)

SCWRC01? $130 $142 $172 $264 $394
4

SCWSM02? $170 $180 $210 $331 $444

Promo 
(11 x 4.25in)

SCWLG01? $149 $158 $193      $306 $506 4
SCWLG02? $191 $204 $238 $386 $528

Choose from several 
weights and finishes.

STANDARD SILK silky, professional and affordable
Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 1,000 2,000

100# silk cover Rack Card 
(9 x 4in)

SCNRC01? $122 $181
4

SCNRC02? $138 $198

Promo 
(11 x 4.25in)

SCNPR01? $153      $232 4
SCNPR02? $198 $274
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RACK CARDS (continued)

UV so fabulous and glossy - the diva of  rack cards

SPOT-UV add beautiful spot gloss highlights

SOFT-TOUCH irresitable to the touch

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover  
+ UV gloss
UV finish front, soft-touch finish back  
or UV finish both sides

Rack Card 
(9 x 4in)

SCFRC? $136 $164 $218 $327 $524
4

SCFRC? $208 $248 $312 $429 $604

Promo 
(11 x 4.25in)

SCFPR? $155 $185 $247      $388 $600 4
SCFPR? $235 $267 $336 $509 $692

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover  
+ soft-touch  
+ spot gloss
Soft-touch finish both sides with spot-uv 
highlights one or both sides

Rack Card 
(9 x 4in)

SCQRC01? $156 $189 $251 $377 $605
4

SCQRC02? $239 $286 $359 $495 $697

Promo 
(11 x 4.25in)

SCQPR01? $178 $213 $284      $447 $693 4
SCQPR02? $258 $308 $387 $587 $798

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover  
+ soft-touch 
Soft-touch finish both sides

Rack Card 
(9 x 4in)

SCLRC01? $142 $172 $228 $343 $550
4

SCLRC02? $218 $260 $327 $450 $634

Promo 
(11 x 4.25in)

SCLPR01? $162 $194 $259      $407 $630 4
SCLPR02? $235 $280 $352 $534 $726

HEAVY SILK elegant thick cards
Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover Rack Card 
(9 x 4in)

SCSRC01? $118 $128 $155 $242 $358
2

SCSRC02? $152 $162 $190 $302 $402

Promo 
(11 x 4.25in)

SCSPR01? $136 $142 $176      $278 $460 2
SCSPR02? $171 $184 $216 $350 $480

Printing and Finishing

  
Full color printing this side.

  
No printing on reverse.

  
UV finish this side.

  
Soft-touch coating this side.

  
Spot UV & soft-touch finish this side.

   Turnaround

Approve your artwork by 3pm and pick up or 

we’ll ship it this number of working days later.

KEY
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UNCOATED these uncoated beauties are smooth
Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

111# opaque cover Standard 
(9 x 4in)

DHWSD02? $215 $222 $244 $416 $653 4
Promo 
(4.25 x 11in)

DHWPR02? $247 $258 $285 $496 $742 4

DOOR HANGERS
get your foot in the door

BOOKMARKS
give your customers a low-cost gift

UV so fabulous and glossy - the diva of bookmarks

SOFT-TOUCH irresistable to the touch

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover  
+ UV gloss
UV finish front, soft-touch finish back  
or UV finish both sides

Bookmark 
(2.25 x 8in)

BMFRG01? $101 $120 $162 $269 $430
4

BMFRG02? $156 $185 $232 $338 $493

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover  
+ soft-touch 
Soft-touch finish both sides

Bookmark 
(2.25 x 8in)

BMLRG01? $101 $120 $162 $269 $430
4

BMLRG02? $156 $185 $232 $338 $493

HEAVY SILK elegant thick bookmarks
Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover Bookmark 
(2.25 x 8in)

  BMSRG01? $98 $104 $110 $161 $230
2

  BMSRG02? $120 $123 $129 $188 $250

GLOSS when you want to look good on a budget
Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 25,000

120# gloss cover Bookmark 
(2.25 x 8in)

BMBRG02? $221 $402 $550 $730 $827 4
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EDDM POSTCARDS
save on postage with these USPS approved sizes
HEAVY SILK elegant thick cards

UV so fabulous and glossy - the diva of postcards

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover Slim 
(12 x 4.5in)

PCSSL? $191 $204 $240 $388 $533 4
Insert
(8.5 x 7in)

PCSIN? $242 $262 $298 $530 $696 4
Bulletin 
(9.75 x 6.5in)

PCSPR? $242 $262 $310 $530 $696 4
Notice 
(14 x 5.5in)

PCSPM? $238 $255 $295 $530 $711 4
Letter 
(8.5 x 11in)

PCSLH? $264 $282 $327 $589 $790 4
Standard 
(9 x 12in)

PCSSD? $316 $338 $393 $707 $948 4

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover
+ UV gloss
UV finish front, soft-touch finish back  
or UV finish both sides

Slim 
(12 x 4.5in)

PCFSL02M? $235 $281 $353 $534 $726 4
Insert
(8.5 x 7in)

PCFIN02M? $307 $368 $462 $699 $950 4
Bulletin 
(9.75 x 6.5in)

PCFPR02M? $307 $368 $462 $699 $950 4
Notice 
(14 x 5.5in)

PCFPM02M? $298 $349 $427 $652 $1052 4
Letter 
(8.5 x 11in)

PCFLH02M? $328 $388 $474 $724 $1169 4
Standard 
(9 x 12in)

PCFSD02M? $394 $466 $569 $869 $1402 4

SPOT-UV add beautiful spot gloss highlights
Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover  
+ soft-touch  
+ spot gloss
Soft-touch finish both sides with spot-uv 
highlights one or both sides

Slim 
(12 x 4.5in)

PCQSL02M? $270 $324 $408 $616 $839 4
Insert
(8.5 x 7in)

PCQIN02M? $354 $405 $533      $806 $1096 4
Bulletin 
(9.75 x 6.5in)

PCQPR02M? $354 $405 $533 $806 $1096 4
Notice 
(14 x 5.5in)

PCQPM02M? $341 $403 $492 $753 $1215 4
Letter 
(8.5 x 11in)

PCQLH02M? $378 $447 $546 $836 $1349 4
Standard 
(9 x 12in)

PCQSD02M? $454 $537 $656 $1004 $1619 4

Printing and Finishing

  
Full color printing this side.

  
No printing on reverse.

  
UV finish this side.

  
Soft-touch coating this side.

  
Spot UV & soft-touch finish this side.

   Turnaround

Approve your artwork by 3pm and pick up or 

we’ll ship it this number of working days later.

KEY

11The small print: We don’t build every option into our prices – we think it’s best you choose what you need – so we haven’t included file-checking, artwork (which we’d love to do for you), shipping or tax. Price point may not represent products in photos.



ONE PIECE MAILERS  
make it easy to personalize your promotion

There’s no need for an envelope 

with these one-piece mailers.

GLOSS slick, colorful and professional
Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

100# gloss text  
+ roll folded to size

Small 
3 Panel
(7 x 12in)

MLGSMR2? $188 $198 $218 $330 $488 4
Medium 
4 Panel
(7 x 17in)

MLGMDR2? $356 $384 $451 $585 $778 4
 Large 
3 Panel
(11 x 14in)

MLGLGR2? $404 $425 $507 $689 $898 4
Premium 
4 Panel
(11 x 20in)

MLGPMR2? $780 $824 $987 $1333 $1697 4

You’ve had a brilliant idea. Your customers are going to love it. You must tell them about it right now! So what do you do 

now? Well, you could spend the next three days stuffing envelopes and licking stamps OR you could just make life easy for 

yourself and send One-piece Mailers instead.

pre-folded to
save you time

Manfred Eicher
123 ECM Way
Jacksonville, FL 32260

just print a
mailing label

Manfred Eicher
123 ECM Way
Jacksonville, FL 32260

affix to mailer
and mail!

double sided with 3 or 4 panels
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Give your brand maximum exposure. 

Be “sticker happy.” Brand the cartons 

that leave your warehouse. Stick them to 

envelopes. Use them on your home-made 

jars or bottles.

STICKERS 
are perfect 
for packaging 
and made for 
mailers

Style                                                    Size FRONT   REVERSE 50 100 250 500

Permanent  
Score-back 
Stickers 
Smooth matte litho,
full color one side. Printed digitally. 
Not for use with laser printers.

Disk/Video (1.75 x 2.75in ) SKADV01? $78 $80 $89 $109
2

Address (3.375 x 2.25in) SKAAD01? $82 $87 $104 $136

Mailing (3 x 5in) SKAMA01? $85 $91 $120 $167

Product (4.25 x 5.5in) SKAPD01? $87 $98 $133 $193

Promo (11 x 3.33in ) SKAPR01? $91 $109 $167 $262

Parcel (5.5 x 8.5in) SKAPA01? $98 $120 $191 $309

Carton (8.5 x 11in) SKACT01? $124 $171 $311 $544

Printing and Finishing

  
Full color printing this side.

      
No printing on reverse.

   Turnaround

Approve your artwork by 3pm and pick up or we’ll ship it this number of 

working days later – guaranteed.

KEY
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UNCOATED these uncoated beauties are smooth

GLOSS when you want to look good on a budget

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

111# opaque cover Pocket 
(4.25 x 2.75in)

SCWPK01? $69 $71 $86 $132 $210
4

SCWPK02? $86 $94 $106 $162 $248

Half 
(8.5 x 5.5in)

SCWHA01? $149 $158 $193      $306 $506 4
SCWHA02? $191 $204 $238 $386 $528

Letter 
(8.5 x 11in)

SCWLH01? $252 $262 $320 $511 $717
4

SCWLH02? $291 $311 $360 $648 $871

Tabloid 
(17x11in)

SCWTB01? $456 $476 $580 $935 $1433
4

SCWTB02? $580 $620 $720 $1252 $1612

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 1,000 2,000 5,000 10,000 15,000

120# gloss cover Pocket 
(4.25 x 2.75in)

SCBPK01? $69 $126 $146 $235 $298
4

SCBPK02? $83 $140 $176 $300 $389

Half 
(8.5 x 5.5in)

SCBHA01? $153 $232 $370      $575 $777 4
SCBHA02? $198 $274 $398 $689 $932

Letter 
(8.5 x 11in)

SCBLH01? $218 $383 $603 $1082 $1460
4

SCBLH02? $298 $453 $707 $1148 $1522

Tabloid 
(17x11in)

SCBTB01? $415 $728 $1205 $2055 $2774
4

SCBTB02? $566 $860 $1344 $2182 $2891

STANDARD SILK professional and affordable
Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 1,000 2,000

100# silk cover Pocket 
(4.25 x 2.75in)

SCNPK01? $69 $126
4

SCNPK02? $83 $140

Half 
(8.5 x 5.5in)

SCNHA01? $153      $232 4
SCNHA02? $198 $274

Letter 
(8.5 x 11in)

SCNLH01? $218 $383
4

SCNLH02? $298 $453

Tabloid 
(17x11in)

SCNTB01? $415 $728
4

SCNTB02? $566 $860

FLYERS
cover-weight
perfect for handouts
Whether they’re flyers or invitations, the small size  

is ideal for handing out on the street.

We recommend the large or jumbo for mailings 

so you really stand out in a stack of mail!
Choose our spot-uv  

Flyers for a chic look.

14 The small print: We don’t build every option into our prices – we think it’s best you choose what you need – so we haven’t included file-checking, artwork (which we’d love to do for you), shipping or tax. Price point may not represent products in photos.



FLYERS cover-weight (continued)
HEAVY SILK elegant thick flyers

UV so fabulous and glossy - the diva of flyers

SPOT-UV add spot gloss highlights

SOFT-TOUCH irresisitable to the touch

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover Pocket 
(4.25 x 2.75in)

SCSPK01? $60 $63 $77 $137 $190
2

SCSPK02? $77 $86 $94 $148 $225

Half 
(8.5 x 5.5in)

SCSHA01? $136 $142 $176      $278 $460 2
SCSHA02? $171 $184 $216 $350 $480

Letter 
(8.5 x 11in)

SCSLH01? $228 $238 $290 $404 $650
2

SCSLH02? $264 $282 $327 $589 $790

Tabloid 
(17x11in)

SCSTB01? $415 $433 $527 $850 $1300
2

SCSTB02? $527 $564 $655 $1138 $1463

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover  
+ UV gloss
UV finish front, soft-touch finish back  
or UV finish both sides

Pocket 
(4.25 x 2.75in)

SCFPK01? $82 $96 $128 $201 $312
4

SCFPK02? $116 $138 $174 $264 $359

Half 
(8.5 x 5.5in)

SCFHA01? $155 $185 $247      $388 $600 4
SCFHA02? $224 $267 $336 $509 $692

Letter 
(8.5 x 11in)

SCFLH01? $248 $300 $378 $595 $954
4

SCFLH02? $328 $388 $474 $724 $1169

Tabloid 
(17x11in)

SCFTB01? $471 $559 $750 $1117 $1835
4

SCFTB02? $681 $803 $1014 $1466 $2319

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover  
+ soft-touch  
+ spot gloss
Soft-touch finish both sides with spot-uv 
highlights one or both sides

Pocket 
(4.25 x 2.75in)

SCQPK01? $95 $114 $148 $232 $359
4

SCQPK02? $133 $158 $201 $304 $413

Half 
(8.5 x 5.5in)

SCQHA01? $178 $213 $284      $447 $693 4
SCQHA02? $258 $308 $387 $587 $798

Letter 
(8.5 x 11in)

SCQLH01? $287 $346 $435 $686 $1099
4

SCQLH02? $378 $447 $546 $836 $1349

Tabloid 
(17x11in)

SCQTB01? $543 $644 $865 $1289 $2116
4

SCQTB02? $786 $927 $1170 $1692 $2677

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover  
+ soft-touch 
Soft-touch finish both sides

Pocket 
(4.25 x 2.75in)

SCLPK01? $86 $104 $135 $211 $327
4

SCLPK02? $121 $144 $183 $277 $376

Half 
(8.5 x 5.5in)

SCLHA01? $162 $194 $259      $407 $630 4
SCLHA02? $235 $280 $352 $534 $726

Letter 
(8.5 x 11in)

SCLLH01? $261 $315 $396 $624 $999
4

SCLLH02? $344 $407 $497 $760 $1227

Tabloid 
(17x11in)

SCLTB01? $494 $586 $787 $1172 $1926
4

SCLTB02? $715 $843 $1064 $1539 $2434

Printing and Finishing

  
Full color printing this side.

  
No printing on reverse.

  
UV finish this side.

  
Soft-touch coating this side.

  
Spot UV & soft-touch finish this side.

   Turnaround

Approve your artwork by 3pm and pick up or 

we’ll ship it this number of working days later.

KEY

15The small print: We don’t build every option into our prices – we think it’s best you choose what you need – so we haven’t included file-checking, artwork (which we’d love to do for you), shipping or tax. Price point may not represent products in photos.



FLYERS text-weight
perfect for marketing

SILK make a lasting impression

GLOSS a gloss flyer is irresistable to pick up and look at

UNCOATED affordable yet classy

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

100# silk text Stuffer 
(8.5 x 3.67in)

FLSST01? $102 $110 $122 $160 $233
2

FLSST02? $115 $122 $135 $182 $256

Half 
(8.5 x 5.5in)

FLSHA01? $98 $106 $120      $172 $250
2FLSHA02? $124 $133 $144 $196 $276

Double 
(8.5 x 7.33in)

FLSDB01? $130 $142 $158 $228 $330
2

FLSDB02? $148 $158 $174 $262 $368

Letter 
(8.5 x 11in)

FLSLH01? $164 $174 $196 $284 $416
2

FLSLH02? $186 $196 $218 $328 $458

Tabloid 
(17x11in)

FLSTB01? $356 $380 $427 $616 $817
2

FLSTB02? $404 $427 $507 $698 $878

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

100# gloss text Stuffer 
(8.5 x 3.67in)

FLGST01? $92 $100 $112 $144 $211
2

FLGST02? $105 $112 $122 $164 $233

Half 
(8.5 x 5.5in)

FLGHA01? $90 $96 $108      $156 $228 2
FLGHA02? $113 $120 $131 $178 $250

Double 
(8.5 x 7.33in)

FLGDB01? $118 $128 $144 $206 $304
2

FLGDB02? $134 $144 $158 $238 $334

Letter 
(8.5 x 11in)

FLGLH01? $148 $158 $178 $258 $378
2

FLGLH02? $168 $178 $198 $298 $418

Tabloid 
(17x11in)

FLGTB01? $324 $345 $389 $562 $742
2

FLGTB02? $367 $389 $462 $635 $798

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000 10,000

70# opaque text Stuffer 
(8.5 x 3.67in)

FLUST01? $110 $122 $160 $233 $360
2

FLUST02? $122 $135 $182 $256 $430

Half 
(8.5 x 5.5in)

FLUHA01? $106 $120 $172      $250 $433 2
FLUHA02? $133 $144 $196 $276 $469

Double 
(8.5 x 7.33in)

FLUDB01? $142 $158 $228 $334 $576
2

FLUDB02? $158 $174 $262 $368 $568

Letter 
(8.5 x 11in)

FLULH01? $174 $196 $284 $416 $658
2

FLULH02? $196 $218 $328 $458 $794

Tabloid 
(17 x 11in)

FLUTB01? $380 $427 $616 $817 $1154
2

FLUTB02? $427 $507 $698 $878 $1334

Flyers are so versatile it’s no surprise many of our customers find 

them an essential part of their marketing.  Whether they’re being 

popped through mail slots, inserted into newspapers or handed out 

they look great in glorious full color!

16 The small print: We don’t build every option into our prices – we think it’s best you choose what you need – so we haven’t included file-checking, artwork (which we’d love to do for you), shipping or tax. Price point may not represent products in photos.



GREETING CARDS 
are not just for Christmas

Thick 140# silk cover.

Size                                                    Color per 250 Color per 250

A-2  
To fit Regular cards

WHITE EVWA2OWT $20 RED ENVWA2ORT $32 2
A-6 
To fit Medium cards

WHITE EVWA6OWT $22 RED EVWA6ORT $35 2
SQUARE 
To fit Square cards

WHITE EVWSQOWT $43 RED EVWSQORT $48 2
A-7 
To fit Large cards

WHITE EVWA7OWT $25 RED EVWA7ORT $45 2

BLANK GUMMED ENVELOPES

Send customers a birthday card, or a happy anniversary card a year after their first order and make them 

feel loved that you remembered. You’re really using a great opportunity to keep in touch, without looking 

too pushy. And then bam, whack them with a time-limited offer and you’ll be seeing them very soon.

SILK CARDS
Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 1,000 2,000

140# silk cover 
full color both sides,
creased in half,
supplied flat

Regular  
creased
(8.5 x 5.5 in to 4.25 x 5.5 in)

GCSRG01? $191 $231 $348
6

GCSRG02? $227 $271 $420

Medium  
creased
(9 x 6 in to 4.5 x 6 in)

GCSMD01? $204 $251 $380
6

GCSMD02? $247 $296 $458

Large  
creased  
(10 x 7 in to 5 x 7 in)

GCSLG01? $278 $340 $527
6

GCSLG02? $309 $373 $652

Square  
creased  
(12.5 x 6.25 in to 6.25 to 6.25 in)

GCSSQ01? $260 $320 $488
6

GCSSQ02? $294 $362 $600

17The small print: We don’t build every option into our prices – we think it’s best you choose what you need – so we haven’t included file-checking, artwork (which we’d love to do for you), shipping or tax. Price point may not represent products in photos.



HEAVY SILK
Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover Regular 
(4.25 x 5.5in)

IVSRG01? $92 $100 $122 $191 $311
2

IVSRG02? $120 $135 $150 $238 $356

Medium 
(6.25 x 4.5in)

IVSMD01? $102 $110 $135      $211 $344
2IVSMD02? $132 $150 $165 $262 $391

Large 
(7 x 5in)

IVSLG01? $136 $142 $176 $278 $460
2

IVSLG02? $171 $184 $216 $350 $480

Square 
(6.25 x 6.25in)

  IVSSQ01? $136 $142 $176 $278 $460
2

  IVSSQ02? $171 $184 $216 $350 $480

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

111# opaque cover Regular 
(4.25 x 5.5in)

IVWRG01? $102 $110 $135 $211 $344
4

IVWRG02? $132 $150 $165 $262 $389

Medium 
(6.25 x 4.5in)

IVWMD01? $115 $122 $150      $233 $378 4
IVWMD02? $148 $165 $182 $289 $433

Large 
(7 x 5in)

IVWLG01? $151 $158 $193 $294 $498
4

IVWLG02? $189 $204 $238 $386 $528

Square 
(6.25 x 6.25in)

IVWSQ01? $151 $158 $193 $306 $510
4

IVWSQ02? $189 $204 $238 $386 $528

INVITATIONS 
for any occasion
Send customers a birthday card, or a happy anniversary card a year after their first 

order and make them feel appreciated. You’re really using a great opportunity to keep 

in touch without looking too pushy. And then hit them with a time-limited offer and 

you’ll be seeing them very soon.

UNCOATED who says uncoated has to be expensive?

Use the front for a 

striking photo or 

message, and the 

reverse for details.
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BROCHURES are perfect for 
describing your products or services
Reduce your postage cost by folding your brochure to a smaller size. We can 

fold any paper up to 120# cover – look for the little folding symbol. Talk to us if 

you don’t see the type of fold you’d like.

HALF 
Folded in half on long edge. 
Available on small size and bigger.

HALF LANDSCAPE

Folded in half on short edge to make tall 
or skinny shape. 
Available on small size and bigger.

3 PANEL ROLL

Folded into 3 panels, with the third panel 
tucked inside the others.

Available on letter size and bigger.

4 PANEL ROLL

Folded into 4 panels, with each panel 
tucked inside the previous.

Available on double size and bigger.

DOUBLE PARALLEL

Folded in half and then in half again  
on the longside.

Available on letter size and bigger.

Z

Folded into 3 panels, like an accordian 
into a Z shape.

Available on letter size and bigger.

GATE

Outer panels folded into center and  
then folded in half. 

Available on tabloid and large.

CROSS

Folded in half, then crossed in half again, 
to end up with a quarter of original size. 

Available on letter size and bigger..

CROSS + ROLL

Folded in half, then folded into 3 panels 
with the third panel tucked inside  
the others. 

Available on tabloid and large.

CROSS + Z

Folded in half, then folded like an 
accordian into a Z shape. 

Available on tabloid and large.

A GUIDE TO OUR MOST POPULAR FOLDS

  Save on postage and turn 

flat into folded.  

 If you;ve got more to say 

than can fit on a Flyer.  

This 3 panel roll fold cuts info 

into manageable chunks.
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SILK make a lasting impression - thick and silky

Style Size                                                    FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000 10,000

100# gloss text Small
(8 x 9 folded 4 x 9in) BRGSM02? $174 $184 $198 $298 $454 $764 4

Letter
(8.5 x 11in)

roll | z | half
BRGLH00? $188 $198 $218 $330 $488 $816 4

Standard
(9 x 12in)

roll | z | half
BRGSD00? $208 $218 $238 $364 $538 $898 4

Double
(9 x 16in)

roll | half | double parallel | gate
BRGDB00? $356 $384 $451 $585 $778 $1200 4

Medium
(9 x 18in)

roll | z
BRGMD00? $404 $425 $507 $689 $898 $1383 4

Tabloid
(11 x 17in)

cross | roll | z | half | double parallel
BRGTB00? $404 $425 $507 $689 $898 $1383 4

Large
(9 x 18in)

cross+roll | cross+z | cross+half
BRGLG00? $780 $824 $487 $1333 $1697 $2569 4

Style Size                                                    FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000 10,000

100# silk text Small
(8 x 9 folded 4 x 9in) BRSSM02? $192 $204 $218 $328 $498 $840 4

Letter
(8.5 x 11in)

roll | z | half
BRSLH00? $206 $218 $238 $364 $538 $898 4

Standard
(9 x 12in)

roll | z | half
BRSSD00? $228 $238 $266 $398 $592 $989 4

Double
(9 x 16in)

roll | half | double parallel | gate
BRSDB00? $391 $422 $495 $644 $927 $1323 4

Medium
(9 x 18in)

roll | z
BRSMD02? $445 $467 $558 $758 $988 $1522 4

Tabloid
(11 x 17in)

cross | roll | z | half | double parallel
BRSTB00? $445 $469 $562 $758 $987 $1522 4

Large
(9 x 18in)

cross+roll | cross+z | cross+half
BRSLG00? $858 $905 $1085 $1465 $1867 $2823 4

GLOSS BROCHURES a glossy brochure is irresistable to pick up and look at
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GLOSS BROCHURES a glossy brochure is irresistable to pick up and look at

Style                                                    FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000 10,000

70# opaque text Small
(8 x 9 folded 4 x 9in) BRUSM02? $204 $218 $328 $498 $840 4

Letter
(8.5 x 11in)

roll | z | half
BRULH02? $218 $238 $364 $538 $898 4

Standard
(9 x 12in)

roll | z | half
BRUSD02? $238 $266 $378 $592 $989 4

Double
(9 x 16in)

roll | half | double parallel | gate
BRUDB02? $422 $495 $644 $927 $1323 4

Medium
(9 x 18in)

roll | z
BRUMD02? $467 $558 $758 $988 $1522 4

Tabloid
(11 x 17in)

cross | roll | z | half | double parallel
BRUTB02? $469 $562 $758 $987 $1522 4

Large
(9 x 18in)

cross+roll | cross+z | cross+half
BRULG02? $905 $1085 $1465 $1867 $2823 4

Style                                                    FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000

100# silk cover Letter
(8.5 x 11in)

roll | z | half
BRNLH02? $279 $299 $439 4

Standard
(9 x 12in)

roll | z | half
BRNSD02? $308 $330 $484 4

Double
(9 x 16in)

roll | half | double parallel | gate
BRNDB02? $540 $620 $860 4

Medium
(9 x 18in)

roll | z
BRNMD02? $627 $682 $807 4

Tabloid
(11 x 17in)

cross | roll | z | half | double parallel
BRNTB02? $627 $682 $807 4

Large
(9 x 18in)

cross+roll | cross+z | cross+half
BRNLG02? $1154 $1308 $1771 4

Printing and Finishing

 
Full color printing both sides.

   Turnaround

Approve your artwork by 3pm and pick up 

or ship it working days later.

KEY

UNCOATED affordable yet classy

STANDARD SILK a silky and affordable cover weight option

21The small print: We don’t build every option into our prices – we think it’s best you choose what you need – so we haven’t included file-checking, artwork (which we’d love to do for you), shipping or tax. Price point may not represent products in photos.



Style                                                    FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000 10,000

120# gloss cover Small
(8 x 9 folded 4 x 9in) BRESM02? $250 $268 $396 $618 $954 4

Letter
(8.5 x 11in)

roll | z | half
BRELH02? $279 $310 $471 $691 $1062 4

Standard
(9 x 12in)

roll | z | half
BRESD02? $308 $330 $484 $700 $1169 4

Double
(9 x 16in)

roll | half | double parallel | gate
BREDB02? $540 $564 $717 $1069 $1931 4

Medium
(9 x 18in)

roll | z
BREMD02? $627 $682 $807 $1308 $2143 4

Tabloid
(11 x 17in)

cross | roll | z | half | double parallel
BRETB02? $627 $682 $807 $1308 $2143 4

Three-Panel
(11 x 25.5in)

cross | roll | z | half | double parallel
BRE3P02? $817 $908 $1292 $1692 $3231 4

Large
(9 x 18in)

cross+roll | cross+z | cross+half
BRELG02? $1154 $1308 $1769 $2571 $4857 4

Printing and Finishing

 
Full color printing both sides.

   Turnaround

Approve your artwork by 3pm and pick up 

or ship it working days later.

KEY

EXECUTIVE our heaviest brochures yet
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  Add a gloss or 

soft-touch finish for a 

professional image.  

FOLDERS are like 
“power dressing” your documents
First impressions count, right? Frequently send quotations, estimates, tenders or proposals? 

If you could increase the odds of winning, what’s that worth? Seriously improve how 

professionally your business is perceived with our high-impact Folders.

Need inserts for your Folders? 

Check out our Flyers on page 17, or ask about our package deals when you buy four or more 

together.

Fat folders are perfect for 
holding thick brochures or 
samples. Page 18.

Use folders to protect  
forms or documents.

A CD or DVD works as a lock on 

our media folders and is snugly 
held in place. Page 26

  These folders have 

spot gloss highlights on the 

outside, which really turns 

heads.  
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FOLDED & GLUED  
PRESENTATION FOLDERS 

GLOSS

HEAVY SILK

UV so fabulous and glossy - the diva of folders

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 500 1000 2,000 5,000

120# gloss cover Mini 
(6 x 9in)

  FBBMID1? $654 $836 $1200 $2291
4

  FBBMID2? $836 $1055 $1491 $2800

Standard
(19 x 19.5in)

FBBSDD1? $818 $1045 $1500     $2864
4

FBBSDD2? $1045 $1318 $1864 $3500

Legal 
(9 x 14in)

  FBBLED1? $981 $1254 $1800 $3436
4

  FBBLED2? $1254 $1581 $2236 $4200

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover Mini 
(6 x 9in)

FGSMID1? $685 $900 $1323 $2569
6

FGSMID2? $866 $1115 $1615 $3138

Standard
(19 x 19.5in)

FGSSDD1? $878 $1169 $1746     $3454 6
FGSSDD2? $1108 $1438 $2115 $4146

Legal 
(9 x 14in)

FGSLED1? $1043 $1377 $2046 $4031
6

FGSLED2? $1315 $1703 $2485 $4792

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover  
+ UV gloss
UV finish front, soft-touch finish back  
or UV finish both sides

Mini 
(6 x 9in)

FGGMID1? $824 $1112 $1592 $2936
6

FGGMID2? $960 $1344 $1880 $3400

Standard
(19 x 19.5in)

FGGSDD1? $1030 $1390 $1990     $3670
6

FGGSDD2? $1200 $1680 $2350 $4250

Legal 
(9 x 14in)

FGGLED1? $1236 $1668 $2388 $4404
6

FGGLED2? $1440 $2016 $2820 $5100

Printing and Finishing

  
Full color printing this side.

  
No printing on reverse.

  
UV finish this side.

  
Soft-touch coating this side.

  
Spot UV & soft-touch finish this side.

   Turnaround

Approve your artwork by 3pm and pick up or 

we’ll ship it this number of working days later.

KEY
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SPOT-UV add beautiful spot gloss highlights

SOFT-TOUCH irresistable to the touch

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover  
+ soft-touch  
+ spot gloss
Soft-touch finish both sides with  
spot-uv highlights one or both sides

Mini 
(6 x 9in)

FGQMID1? $1121 $1507 $2117 $3852
6

FGQMID2? $1257 $1740 $2406 $4316

Standard
(19 x 19.5in)

FGQSDD1? $1438 $1926 $2682     $4830 6
FGQSDD2? $1608 $2088 $3042 $5410

Legal 
(9 x 14in)

FGQLED1? $1684 $2264 $3180 $5784
6

FGQLED2? $1888 $2612 $3612 $6480

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover  
+ soft-touch 
Soft-touch finish both sides

Mini 
(6 x 9in)

FGLMID1? $856 $1176 $1720 $3256
6

FGLMID2? $992 $1408 $2008 $3720

Standard
(19 x 19.5in)

FGLSDD1? $1070 $1470 $2150    $4070 6
FGLSDD? $1240 $1760 $2510 $4650

Legal 
(9 x 14in)

FGLLED1? $1284 $1764 $2580 $4884
6

FGLLED2? $1488 $2112 $3012 $5580

MEDIA FOLDERS
UV

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 500 1000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover  
+ UV gloss
UV finish front, soft-touch finish back  
or UV finish both sides

Media 
(16.5 x 24in)

FMGSDD1? $1078 $1419 $1969 $3487

6
FMGSDD2? $1265 $1738 $2365 $4125

SPOT-UV add beautiful spot gloss highlights

SOFT-TOUCH ultra-soft finish for a subtle look

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,00 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover  
+ soft-touch  
+ spot gloss
Soft-touch finish both sides with  
spot-uv highlights one or both sides

Media 
(16.5 x 24in)

FMQSDD1? $1506 $1985 $2711 $4757

6
FMQSDD2? $1693 $2304 $3107 $5395

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover  
+ soft-touch 
Soft-touch finish both sides

Media 
(16.5 x 24in)

  FMLSDD1? $1122 $1507 $2145 $3927
6

  FMLSDD2? $1309 $1826 $2541 $4565

Printing and Finishing

  
Full color printing this side.

  
No printing on reverse.

  
UV finish this side.

  
Soft-touch coating this side.

  
Spot UV & soft-touch finish this side.

   Turnaround

Approve your artwork by 3pm and pick up or 

we’ll ship it this number of working days later.

KEY

25The small print: We don’t build every option into our prices – we think it’s best you choose what you need – so we haven’t included file-checking, artwork (which we’d love to do for you), shipping or tax. Price point may not represent products in photos.



FAT FOLDERS  fat is fab!  perfect for holding 
thick brochures, CD’s samples and much more! 

UV
Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 500 1000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover  
+ UV gloss
UV finish front, soft-touch finish back  
or UV finish both sides

Fat 
Folds to 9 x 12in
holds up to 3/4”
of 8.5 x 11in sheets

FFGSDD1? $1186 $1568 $2188 $3904 6

SPOT-UV add beautiful spot gloss highlights

SOFT-TOUCH ultra-soft finish for a subtle look

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover  
+ soft-touch  
+ spot gloss
Soft-touch finish both sides with 
spot-uv highlights one or both sides

Fat 
Folds to 9 x 12in
holds up to 3/4”
of 8.5 x 11in sheets

FFQSDD1? $1634 $2164 $2980 $5284 6

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover  
+ soft-touch 
Soft-touch finish both sides

Fat 
Folds to 9 x 12in
holds up to 3/4”
of 8.5 x 11in sheets

FFLSDD1? $1234 $1664 $2380 $4384 6

26 The small print: We don’t build every option into our prices – we think it’s best you choose what you need – so we haven’t included file-checking, artwork (which we’d love to do for you), shipping or tax. Price point may not represent products in photos.



POSTERS  
beautiful large prints

  This is a partial 

selection of our poster 

range – ask us for more 

options.  

Our posters come in a couple of sizes and start in quantities of 

250. If you need less than 250, ask for other options.

27The small print: We don’t build every option into our prices – we think it’s best you choose what you need – so we haven’t included file-checking, artwork (which we’d love to do for you), shipping or tax. Price point may not represent products in photos.



GLOSS

HIGH-GLOSS FINISH

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

100# gloss text 11 x 17
(11 x 17in)

PSGSM01? $324 $345 $389 $562 $742 2
Medium 
(18 x 24in)

PSGMD01? $635 $689 $780      $962 $1399 2

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 250 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

120# gloss cover
+ gloss finish

11 x 17
(11 x 17in)

PSGSMM1? $344 $430 $565 $795 $1385 4
Medium 
(18 x 24in)

PSGMDM1? $674 $769 $954      $1354 $2439 4

POSTERS  
see it in large print
Our posters come in a couple of sizes and start in quantities 

of 250. If you need less than 250, ask for other options.

  This is a medium poster 

– we have two sizes available, 

11 x 17 and medium, ask us if 

you need other sizes.  

28 The small print: We don’t build every option into our prices – we think it’s best you choose what you need – so we haven’t included file-checking, artwork (which we’d love to do for you), shipping or tax. Price point may not represent products in photos.



BOOKLETS come 
in all shapes and sizes
When you’ve got a bit more to say, you’re going to need a 

multi-page booklet. Choose from half-size or 8.5 x 11 in a variety 

of page counts.

Use big photographs to 

capture the mood.

29The small print: We don’t build every option into our prices – we think it’s best you choose what you need – so we haven’t included file-checking, artwork (which we’d love to do for you), shipping or tax. Price point may not represent products in photos.



THICK COVERS make your 
booklets look even more impressive
Our lowest prices for booklets are where all pages are printed on the same weight of paper. 

Lots of people prefer to give their booklets a bit more impact by adding a thicker cover. 

We can create any booklet with a thick cover in as few as 12 pages (8 pages for the inside plus 

4 pages for the cover). The cover is additional, and doesn’t replace any existing pages. Simply 

look up the quantity you want on our fixed price charts and run your fingers over to the next 

page to see how much to add for your choice of cover.

CHOOSE YOUR 
COVER STYLE
from these four options

Perfect for adding to our thinner booklets, 

this cover stock will do the trick.

100# Silk Cover

An eye-catching gloss outside on a thick 

gloss cover stock.

120# Gloss Cover

Chic and subtle – a thick silk cover stock to 

help protect those precious pages.

140# Silk Cover

Thick silk cover stock, with additional unique  

finishing options on the outside.

140# Silk with UV, Soft-touch, or Spot-UV

30 The small print: We don’t build every option into our prices – we think it’s best you choose what you need – so we haven’t included file-checking, artwork (which we’d love to do for you), shipping or tax. Price point may not represent products in photos.



HALF-SIZE BOOKLETS (6 x 9)
available wide or tall

SILK make a lasting impression

GLOSS booklet is irresistable to pick up and look at

GLOSS high gloss coating brings colors to life

Style                                                   Pages FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

100# silk text 8 PAGES 
(6 x 9in)

BKSHAW08
$697 $770 $882 $1224 4BKSHAT08

16 PAGES 
(6 x 9in)

BKSHAW16
$1111 $1266 $1544 $2194 4

BKSHAT16

24 PAGES 
(6 x 9in)

BKSHAW24
$1528 $1764 $2208 $3164 4BKSHAT24

32 PAGES 
(6 x 9in)

BKSHAW32
$1943 $2261 $2869 $4133 4BKSHAT32

36 PAGES 
(6 x 9in)

BKSHAW36
$2240 $2590 $3315 $4929 6BKSHAT36

44 PAGES 
(6 x 9in)

BKSHAW44
$2655 $3087 $3978 $5898 6BKSHAT44

Style                                                   Pages FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

100# gloss text 8 PAGES 
(6 x 9in)

BKGHAW08H
$677 $747 $856 $1188 4BKGHAT08

16 PAGES 
(6 x 9in)

BKGHAW16
$1079 $1229 $1499 $2129 4

BKGHAT16

24 PAGES 
(6 x 9in)

BKGHAW24
$1482 $1712 $2142 $3070 4BKGHAT24

32 PAGES 
(6 x 9in)

BKGHAW32
$1886 $2196 $2786 $4013 4BKGHAT32

36 PAGES 
(6 x 9in)

BKGHAW36
$2174 $2514 $3219 $4784 6BKGHAT36

44 PAGES 
(6 x 9in)

BKGHAW44
$2577 $2997 $3862 $5726 6BKGHAT44

Style                                                   Pages FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

80# gloss text 8 PAGES 
(6 x 9in)

BKBHAW08H
$546 $592 $672 $946 4BKBHAT08

16 PAGES 
(6 x 9in)

BKBHAW16
$912 $1014 $1217 $1769 4

BKBHAT16

24 PAGES 
(6 x 9in)

BKBHAW24
$1312 $1460 $1748 $2568 4BKBHAT24

32 PAGES 
(6 x 9in)

BKBHAW32
$1615 $1798 $2165 $3265 4BKBHAT32

Other quantities and page counts available for booklets and covers, please ask for details.  
Turn times will be longer for page counts of 36 and higher.
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SOFT-TOUCH irresistable to the touch

SPOT-UV add beautiful spot gloss highlights

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover
+ soft-touch 
Soft-touch finish both sides

HALF 
(6 x 9in)

BKMHAWCV

$521 $659 $934 $1474 6
BKMHATCV

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

+ soft-touch  
+ spot gloss
Soft-touch finish both sides with  
spot-uv highlights one or both sides

HALF 
(6 x 9in)

BKQHAWCV

$624 $804 $1154 $2249 6
BKQHAWCV

HEAVY SILK make a lasting impression

UV so fabulous and glossy - the diva of booklet covers

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover
HALF 
(6 x 9in)

BKSHAWCV

$405 $448 $707 $970 6
BKSHATCV

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover
+ UV gloss
UV finish front, soft-touch finish back  
or UV finish both sides

HALF 
(6 x 9in)

  BKGHAWCV

$489 $600 $836 $1378 6
  BKGHATCV

ADD A THICK COVER (6 x 9)
also available wide or tall

GLOSS inexpensive and great quality

STANDARD SILK silky, professional and affordable

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

120# gloss cover HALF 
(6 x 9in)

BKRHAWCV

$344 $375 $524 $960 4BKRHATCV

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

100# silk cover HALF 
(6 x 9in)

BKDHAWCV

$344 $375 $524 $960 4BKDHATCV

Printing and Finishing

  
Full color printing this side.

  
No printing on reverse.

  
UV finish this side.

  
Soft-touch coating this side.

  
Spot UV & soft-touch finish this side.

   Turnaround

Approve your artwork by 3pm and pick up or 

we’ll ship it this number of working days later.

KEY

Other quantities and page counts available for booklets and covers, please ask for details.  
Turn times will be longer for page counts of 36 and higher.

32 The small print: We don’t build every option into our prices – we think it’s best you choose what you need – so we haven’t included file-checking, artwork (which we’d love to do for you), shipping or tax. Price point may not represent products in photos.



8.5 x 11 BOOKLET
available wide or tall

SILK make a lasting impression

GLOSS high gloss coating brings colors to life

Style                                                   Pages FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

100# silk text 8 PAGES 
(8.5 x 11in)

BKSLHW08
$1161 $1282 $1470 $2039 4BKSLHT08

16 PAGES 
(8.5 x 11in)

BKSLHW16
$1853 $2111 $2574 $3656 4

BKSLHT16

24 PAGES 
(8.5 x 11in)

BKSLHW24
$2546 $2940 $3679 $5272 4BKSLHT24

32 PAGES 
(8.5 x 11in)

BKSLHW32
$3238 $3769 $4783 $6888 4BKSLHT32

36 PAGES 
(8.5 x 11in)

BKSLHW36
$3732 $4316 $5525 $8214 6BKSLHT36

44 PAGES 
(8.5 x 11in)

BKSLHW44
$4424 $5145 $6630 $9830 6BKSLHT44

Style                                                   Pages FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

100# gloss text 8 PAGES 
(8.5 x 11in)

BKGLHW08
$1127 $1244 $1427 $1980 4BKGLHT08

16 PAGES 
(8.5 x 11in)

BKGLHW16
$1799 $2049 $2499 $3549 4

BKGLHT16

24 PAGES 
(8.5 x 11in)

BKGLHW24
$2471 $2854 $3571 $5118 4BKGLHT24

32 PAGES 
(8.5 x 11in)

BKGLHW32
$3143 $3659 $4643 $6687 4BKGLHT32

36 PAGES 
(8.5 x 11in)

BKGLHW36
$3623 $4190 $5364 $7974 6BKGLHT36

44 PAGES 
(8.5 x 11in)

BKGLHW44
$4295 $4995 $6436 $9543 6BKGLHT44

Style                                                   Pages FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

80# gloss text 8 PAGES 
(8.5 x 11in)

BKBLHW08H
$903 $1003 $1169 $1677 4BKBLHT08

16 PAGES 
(8.5 x 11in)

BKBLHW16
$1611 $1798 $2137 $3152 4

BKBLHT16

24 PAGES 
(8.5 x 11in)

BKBLHW24
$2277 $2523 $3015 $4492 4BKBLHT24

32 PAGES 
(8.5 x 11in)

BKBLHW32
$2923 $3231 $3846 $5692 4BKBLHT32

GLOSS high gloss coating brings colors to life

Other quantities and page counts available for booklets and covers, please ask for details.  
Turn times will be longer for page counts of 36 and higher.
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SOFT-TOUCH irresistable to the touch

SPOT-UV add beautiful spot gloss highlights

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover
+ soft-touch 
soft-touch finish both sides

LETTER 
(8.5 x 11in)

BKMLHWCV

$940 $1200 $1720 $2649 6BKMLHTCV

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

+ soft-touch  
+ spot gloss
Soft-touch finish both sides with  
spot-uv highlights one or both sides

LETTER 
(8.5 x 11in)

BKQLHWCV

$1145 $1460 $2230 $3799 6BKQLHTCV

HEAVY SILK make a lasting impression

UV so fabulous and glossy - the diva of booklet covers

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover
LETTER 
(8.5 x 11in)

BKSLHWCV

$638 $724 $1241 $1567 6BKSLHTCV

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

140# silk cover
+ UV gloss
UV finish front, soft-touch finish back  
or UV finish both sides

LETTER 
(8.5 x 11in)

  BKGLHWCV

$865 $1080 $1510 $2374 6  BKGLHTCV

ADD A THICK COVER (8.5 x 11)
also available wide or tall

GLOSS inexpensive and great quality

STANDARD SILK silky, professional and affordable

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

120# gloss cover LETTER 
(8.5 x 11in)

BKRLHWCV

$627 $682 $953 $1716 4BKRLHTCV

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 2,000 5,000

100# silk cover LETTER 
(8.5 x 11in)

BKDLHWCV

$627 $682 $806 $1452 4BKDLHTCV

Other quantities and page counts available for booklets and covers, please ask for details.  
Turn times will be longer for page counts of 36 and higher.

Printing and Finishing

  
Full color printing this side.

  
No printing on reverse.

  
UV finish this side.

  
Soft-touch coating this side.

  
Spot UV & soft-touch finish this side.

   Turnaround

Approve your artwork by 3pm and pick up or 

we’ll ship it this number of working days later.

KEY

34 The small print: We don’t build every option into our prices – we think it’s best you choose what you need – so we haven’t included file-checking, artwork (which we’d love to do for you), shipping or tax. Price point may not represent products in photos.



MENUS try these 
plastic fantastic menus
They’re printed in full color and then encapsulated on both sides 

- which will really increase their longevity.

You can even have them creased to stand upright.

Plastic Menus   50 from $220

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 50 100 200 400 500

100# gloss cover
+ matte/gloss  
+ encapsulated
full digital color
both sides

Small 
(5.5 x 8.5in)

MPGSMM2L?   gloss $220 $254 $324 $460 $528
4

MPMSMM2L?  matte $240 $274 $344 $540 $648

Medium 
(8.5 x 11in)

MPGMDM2L?   gloss $230 $276 $378      $682 $832
4MPMMDM2L?  matte $250 $296 $448 $812 $982

Large 
(11 x 17in)

MPGLGM2L?    gloss $276 $378 $672 $1232 $1512
4

MPMLGM2L?  matte $306 $488 $852 $1442 $1784

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 50 100 200 400 500

100# gloss cover
+ matte/gloss
+ encapsulated  
+ creased
full digital color
both sides

Small 
(5.5 x 8.5in)

MPGSMM2L?   gloss $270 $304 $374 $510 $578
4

MPMSMM2L?  matte $290 $324 $394 $590 $698

Medium 
(8.5 x 11in)

MPGMDM2L?   gloss $280 $326 $428      $732 $882
4MPMMDM2L?  matte $300 $346 $498 $862 $1032

Large 
(11 x 17in)

MPGLGM2L?    gloss $326 $428 $722 $1282 $1562
4

MPMLGM2L?  matte $356 $538 $902 $1492 $1834

FLAT with gloss or matte encapsulation

CREASED with gloss or matte encapsulation

35The small print: We don’t build every option into our prices – we think it’s best you choose what you need – so we haven’t included file-checking, artwork (which we’d love to do for you), shipping or tax. Price point may not represent products in photos.



TENT CARDS use these  
for little menus or advertising
It’s time for you to stand up and be counted. Evict the Beanie Babies and the 

pictures of kittens from your customers’ desks with a freestanding monument to your 

business. Tent Cards are excellent for calendars, essential phone numbers, crucial 

advice and all the other amazing ideas that arise. 

  Great for displaying menus, calendars, 

signage and other clever stuff. 

HEAVY SILK
Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 50 100 200 400 500

140# silk cover Small 
(4.25 x 18in)

TCGSMC1? $110 $146 $222 $374 $409 6
Medium 
(4.75 x 18in)

TCGMDC1? $126 $170 $258      $395 $475 6
Large 
(6 x 18in)

TCGLGC1? $148 $214 $346 $555 $675 6

Pops up in seconds 

with easy tab and slot 

mechanism.

The six-inch, 
silent salesperson!

36 The small print: We don’t build every option into our prices – we think it’s best you choose what you need – so we haven’t included file-checking, artwork (which we’d love to do for you), shipping or tax. Price point may not represent products in photos.



BUSINESS/APPLICATION
FORMS 
get these handy forms flat or folded
Use these beauties for questionnaires, booking forms, prescription forms, certificates, new employee 

forms, invoices, receipts, contracts, etc... 

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 5,000

70# opaque text Small 
(3.67 x 8.5in)

BFUST01D? $110 $122 $147 $160 $233
2

BFUST02D? $122 $135 $171 $182 $256

Half 
(5.5 x 8.5in)

BFUHA01D? $106 $120 $158      $172 $250
2BFUHA02D? $133 $144 $186 $196 $276

Letter 
(8.5 x 11in)

BFULH01D? $174 $196 $262 $284 $416
2

BFULH02D? $196 $218 $306 $328 $458

Style                                                   Size FRONT   REVERSE 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 5,000

70# opaque text
+ folded

2-Panel 
(8.5 x 7in)

BFU2PH2D? $204 $218 $314 $328 $498 4
Letter 
(8.5 x 11in)

BFULH00D? $218 $238 $338      $364 $538 4

Tabloid 
(11 x 17in)

BFUTB00D? $469 $562 $718 $758 $987 4

UNCOATED - FLAT

UNCOATED - FOLDED

37The small print: We don’t build every option into our prices – we think it’s best you choose what you need – so we haven’t included file-checking, artwork (which we’d love to do for you), shipping or tax. Price point may not represent products in photos.



This buying guide should be read in conjunction with our Terms and Conditions available on request. 

E&OE. Prices, turnarounds and specifications may change but we will try to advise you of any changes 

before you finalize your order.
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Appointment Cards

Booklets

Bookmarks

Brochures

Business Cards

Business Application Forms

Door Hangers

EDDM Postcards

Envelopes

Flyers

Folders

Greeting Cards

Invitations
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Notepads

One piece mailers

Postcards

Posters

Rack cards

Stationary

Stickers

Tent Cards


